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SMALLNESS OF THE SET OF CRITICAL VALUES OF
DISTANCE FUNCTIONS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN
AND RIEMANNIAN SPACES
JAN RATAJ AND LUDEˇK ZAJI´CˇEK
Abstract. We study how small is the set of critical values of the distance
function from a compact (resp. closed) set in the plane or in a connected
complete two-dimensional Riemannian manifold. We show that for a compact
set, the set of critical values is compact and Lebesgue null (which is a known
result) and that it has “locally” (away from 0) bounded sum of square roots
of lengths of gaps (components of the complement). In the planar case, these
conditions of local smallness are shown to be optimal. These results improve
and generalize those of Fu (1985) and of our earlier paper from 2012. We also
find an optimal condition for the smallness of the whole set of critical values
of a planar compact set.
1. Introduction
If X is a metric space and ∅ 6= F ⊂ X a closed set, we denote by
dF := dist(·, F )
the distance function to F and by
Sr(F ) := {x ∈ X : dF (x) = r}, r > 0,
the distance spheres (called also r-boundaries) of F (see [13]). Distance spheres
and their properties (in Rd and some more general spaces) were investigated in a
number of articles (see, e.g, [13], [14], [24], [26], [3]; for other references see [24]).
If X = Rd, d = 2, 3, then for almost all r > 0, Sr(F ) is either empty or a
Lipschitz (d − 1)-dimensional manifold, see Fu [14] (where it is factually proved
that it is a “locally semiconcave surface”; for details see [24]). Moreover, Fu proved
in [14] that “for almost all r > 0” can be improved in R2. To describe shortly these
results, we introduce the following notation.
For a closed ∅ 6= F ⊂ Rd, we denote by cv(dF ) the set of all critical values of
dF (see Definition 2.9 below) and by TF (LF ) the set of all r > 0 for which Sr is
nonempty and it is not a topological (Lipschitz, resp.) (d−1)-dimensional manifold.
A well-known fact is that TF ⊂ LF ⊂ cv(dF ) (cf. (21)). Hence, any result on the
smallness of cv(dF ) implies the corresponding result on the smallness of LF and
TF .
Fu (factually) proved that if ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 is closed then H1/2(cv(dF )) = 0.
We showed in earlier papers that the same is true in two-dimensional Riemannian
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manifolds, Alexandrov spaces and some two-dimensional Banach (=Minkowski)
spaces [24] and on two-dimensional convex surfaces [26].
Another result of Fu in [14] was that if ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 is compact and ε > 0, then
cv(dF )∩ [ε,∞) is a compact set of entropy (= upper Minkowski) dimension at most
1
2 .
In order to formulate our results, we introduce the following notation (see Defi-
nition 2.2). Given a compact set K ⊂ R and α > 0, the degree-α gap sum of K is
defined as Gα(K) :=
∑
I∈GK
|I|α, where GK is the set of all bounded components
of R \K. We say that K is a BTα-set if it is Lebesgue null and Gα(K) <∞. Note
that each BTα-set has zero α-dimensional Minkowski content (see (6)).
The following is an improvement of the above mentioned Fu’s result. In fact, it
is a characterization of the smallness of cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,∞) for ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 compact.
Theorem 1.1. Let ε > 0 and A ⊂ [ε,∞). Then the following properties are
equivalent.
(i) A ⊂ LF for some compact F ⊂ R2.
(ii) A ⊂ cv(dF ) for some compact F ⊂ R2.
(iii) A is a BT 1
2
set.
The main tools from the proof are results on the critical points of DC functions,
an inequality due to Ferry (see (23)) and a construction based again on the Ferry’s
paper [13] (see Proposition 3.9). Up to the Ferry’s inequality, our approach is
completely independent of [14] and, hence, provides also an alternative proof of the
two-dimensional results of Fu [14].
Using similar methods, we also obtain a result on the smallness of the set of
critical points of dF (Proposition 3.5).
Our second main result concerns the smallness of the whole set of critical values
cv(F ) for a compact planar set F . The degree- 12 gap sum of cv(F ) can be infinite,
but, a more careful quantitative local study of the degree- 12 gap sum of cv(F )
(Lemma 3.6) makes it possible to obtain the following (again optimal) result:
Theorem 1.2. Let A ⊂ (0,∞). Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A ⊂ LF for some compact set F ⊂ R2.
(ii) A ⊂ cv(dF ) for some compact set F ⊂ R2.
(iii) A is bounded, Lebesgue null and∫ ∞
0
G1/2(A ∩ [r,∞))
√
r dr <∞.
As a corollary, we obtain that the 45 -dimensional Minkowski content of cv(dF )
vanishes for nonempty compact planar sets F (but the degree- 45 sum of cv(dF ) can
be infinite, in which case the upper Minkowski dimension of cv(dF ) equals
4
5 ), see
Theorem 3.17.
For TF , we do not know a characterization of smallness, but we present an
example of a compact planar set F for which the Hausdorff dimension of TF ∩ [1, 2]
equals 12 (Theorem 3.13).
We also consider a two-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold M . If ∅ 6=
F ⊂M is closed, the critical values of dF are defined as those of dF ◦ϕ for any chart
ϕ of M (see Definition 4.4) and the sets cv(dF ), LF and TF are defined exactly as
in the Euclidean case. Again, the inequalities TF ⊂ LF ⊂ cv(dF ) hold (see (59)).
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With the help of a generalized Ferry’s inequality (Proposition 4.6) we show that a
slightly weaker implication than (ii) =⇒ (iii) from Theorem 1.1 is still true:
Theorem 1.3. If X is a connected complete two-dimensional Riemmanian man-
ifold, ∅ 6= F ⊂ X a compact set, and 0 < ε < K, then cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,K] is a BT 1
2
set. In particular, both cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,K] and LF ∩ [ε,K] have zero 1/2-dimensional
Minkowski content.
We also present related results on the smallness of the sets of critical values for
the distance function from closed (not necessarily compact) subsets of R2 (Theo-
rem 3.14) and of a two-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold (Theorem 4.9).
In the Preliminaries, we collect and prove some results about the gap sums of
compact subsets of R (Subsection 2.2) and critical points of Lipschitz and DC func-
tions (Subsection 2.3). Section 3 contains our main results in R2, and in Section 4
we treat the two-dimensional Riemannian manifolds.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic definitions. The integer part of x ∈ R is denoted by ⌊x⌋. In any
vector space V , we use the symbol 0 for the zero element. The symbol B(x, r)
(resp. B(x, r)) will denote the open (resp. closed) ball with center x and radius r.
The boundary of a set M is denoted by ∂M .
In the Euclidean space Rd the norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖ and the scalar product
by 〈·, ·〉. We denote SRd := {x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖ = 1}. The Lebesgue measure in Rd is
denoted by λd. If I ⊂ R is an interval, we set |I| := λ1(I).
A mapping is calledK-Lipschitz if it is Lipschitz with a (not necessarily minimal)
constant K. A bijection f is called bilipschitz if both f and f−1 are Lipschitz.
We say that a metric space X is a k-dimensional topological (resp. Lipschitz)
manifold if for every a ∈ X there exists an open neighbourhood U of a and a
homeomorphism (resp. a bilipschitz homeomorphism) of U on an open subset of
R
k.
We will need also the following special notation.
Definition 2.1. Let A ⊂ R2. We will say that A is a Lipschitz graph if there exists
a Lipschitz function g : R→ R such that
A = {(x, g(x)) : x ∈ R} or A = {(g(y), y) : y ∈ R}.
If g is M -Lipschitz, we say that A is an M -Lipschitz graph.
If f is a real function defined on an open set G ⊂ Rd, then the directional
derivative and the one-sided directional derivative of f at x ∈ G in the direction
v ∈ Rd are defined by
f ′(x, v) := lim
t→0
f(x+ tv)− f(x)
t
and f ′+(x, v) := lim
t→0+
f(x+ tv)− f(x)
t
.
Let f be a real function defined on an open convex set G ⊂ Rd. Then we say
that f is a DC function, if it is the difference of two convex functions. Special DC
functions are semiconvex and semiconcave functions. Namely, f is a semiconvex
(resp. semiconcave) function, if there exist a > 0 and a convex function g on G
such that
f(x) = g(x)− a‖x‖2 (resp. f(x) = a‖x‖2 − g(x)), x ∈ G.
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For s ≥ 0, denote (following [21]) by Hs the (nonnormalized) s-dimensional
Hausdorff measure, and dimH A denotes the Hausdorff dimension of A.
Let dA := dist(·, A) be the distance function from the set A, and
(1) Aε := {z ∈ Rd : dA(z) ≤ ε}
be its ε-parallel set.
The s-dimensional lower and upper Minkowski content of a nonempty bounded
set A ⊂ Rd is defined by
Ms(A) := lim inf
ε→0+
λd(Aε)
εd−s
and Ms(A) := lim sup
ε→0+
λd(Aε)
εd−s
.
(Note that other definitions in the literature differ by normalization factors only,
and so our results hold also under these definitions.)
If Ms(A) = Ms(A), then the common value Ms(A) is refered to as the s-
dimensional Minkowski content of A. We denote by
dimMA := inf{t ≥ 0 :Ms(A) = 0} = sup{t ≥ 0 :Ms(A) =∞}
and
dimMA := inf{t ≥ 0 :Ms(A) = 0} = sup{t ≥ 0 :Ms(A) =∞}
the lower and upper Minkowski dimension of A.
The packing dimension of a set A ⊂ Rd can be defined by
(2) dimP A := inf
{
sup
i
dimMAi : A ⊂
∞⋃
i=1
Ai
}
(cf. [11, Proposition 3.8]). Recall that (see [21, p. 79])
(3) Hs(A) = 0 whenever Ms(A) = 0
and that (see [11, Eq. (3.29)])
(4) dimH(A) ≤ dimP A ≤ dimMA.
Note also that, in contrast to the (upper, lower) Minkowski dimension, the pack-
ing dimension is already stable with respect to countable unions, i.e.,
dimP
(⋃
i
Ai
)
= sup
i
dimP Ai, Ai ⊂ Rd, i = 1, 2, . . .
(see [11, Eq. (3.26)]).
2.2. Gap sums.
Definition 2.2. IfB ⊂ R is compact, by a gap of B we mean a bounded component
of R \B and by GB we denote the collection (possibly empty) of all gaps of B.
If α > 0, we define the degree-α gap sum of B as
Gα(B) =
∑
I∈GB
|I|α.
We will say that B ⊂ R is a BTα set if B is (possibly empty) compact, λ(B) = 0
and Gα(B) <∞.
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The notations GB and Gα(B) are taken from [1]. BTα sets were (factually) first
considered by Besicovitch and Taylor in [2] and were used in [18] and [1] in their
study of optimal versions of Sard theorems for real Ck and Ck,s functions of one
variable.
There exist close connections between gap sums and upper Minkowski content
and dimension. In [17], it is proved, that if B ⊂ R is a compact Lebesgue null set,
then
(5) dimMB = inf{α > 0 : Gα(B) <∞} =: i(B).
(This is the correct formulation of [17, Theorem 3.1], where the assumption of
nullness of B is forgotten but used in the proof.)
The equality (5) was proved independently in [1]; it is a part of [1, Theorem 1.2],
which contains also (as the implication (4)⇒ (5)) the following result.
(6) If B ⊂ R is a BTα set, then Mα(B) = 0.
Note that the proof of (5) in [17] is rather laconic and the proof of [1]Theorem 1.2
is rather indirect and not detailed. So, since (5) and (6) are important for us, we
present for completeness their short detailed proofs.
Since the case of a finite B is trivial both in (5) and (6), we consider further an
infinite compact Lebesgue null set B ⊂ R. Then the collection GB of all gaps is
infinite and their lengths may be arranged as a non-increasing sequence (an), n =
1, 2, . . . . For each 0 < r < a1/2, let i = i(r) be such that
(7) ai+1 ≤ 2r < ai.
It is easy to see (cf. [12, (3.17), p. 51]) that
(8) λ1(Br) = 2r + 2ri+
∞∑
j=i+1
aj ,
where Br is defined in (1). If B is as in (6), the sequence ((ai)
α) is non-increasing
and
∑
(ai)
α converges; consequently by a well-known easy fact (see, e.g., [6, p. 31])
we obtain i · (ai)α → 0. So, since by (7)
ir
r1−α
= irα ≤ i · (ai)
α
2α
,
we easily obtain
(9) lim
r→0+
2r + 2ir
r1−α
= 0.
Further by (7)
D(r) :=
∑∞
j=i+1 aj
r1−α
≤ 21−α
∞∑
j=i+1
aj
(ai+1)1−α
≤ 21−α
∞∑
j=i+1
(aj)
α,
and consequently limr→0+D(r) = 0. Hence, using (8) and (9), we obtain that
limr→0+ λ1(Br)/r
1−α = 0 and so Mα(B) = 0.
Thus (6) is proved, which immediately implies that dimMB ≤ i(B). So, to
prove (5), it suffices to prove the opposite implication. To this end, consider
arbitrary α, β with dimMB < α < β. Then Mα(B) = 0 and thus (8) gives
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that limr→0+ ir/r
1−α = limr→0+ ir
α = 0 and, consequently, (7) implies that
limi→∞ i2
−α(ai+1)
α = 0. Thus, for all sufficiently large i, we have
(ai+1)
α ≤ 1
i
and so (ai+1)
β ≤ 1
iβ/α
,
and consequently i(B) ≤ β. By the choice of α and β, we obtain i(B) ≤ dimMB.
We will need also the following easy facts on gap sums.
Lemma 2.3. Let ∅ 6= K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ R be compact Lebesgue null sets and 0 < α < 1.
Then Gα(K1) ≤ Gα(K2).
Proof. For each J ∈ GK1 , set GJ := GK2∩J . Then clearly
∑
I∈GJ |I| = |J | and
therefore the subadditivity of the function ϕ(t) = tα implies
∑
I∈GJ |I|α ≥ |J |α.
Consequently
Gα(K1) =
∑
J∈GK1
|J |α ≤
∑
J∈GK1
∑
I∈GJ
|I|α ≤ Gα(K2).

Lemma 2.4. Let A1, . . . , Ak be compact subsets of an interval [c, d] and 0 < α < 1.
Then
Gα(A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ak) ≤ Gα(A1) + · · ·+Gα(Ak) + (k − 1)(d− c)α.
Proof. Using induction, we see that it is sufficient to prove the case k = 2. We can
suppose that max(A1 ∪A2) ∈ A1. Set A∗2 := A2 ∪{d}. Consider the decomposition
GA1∪A2 = G12 ∪ G1 ∪ G2, where
G12 := {(u, v) ∈ GA1∪A2 : (u, v) ∈ GA1 ∪ GA2},
G1 := {(u, v) ∈ GA1∪A2 : u ∈ A1 \A2, v ∈ A2 \A1},
G2 := {(u, v) ∈ GA1∪A2 : u ∈ A2 \A1, v ∈ A1 \A2}.
To each (u, v) ∈ GA1∪A2 assign an interval ϕ((u, v)) ∈ GA1 ∪ GA∗2 containing (u, v)
in the following way:
ϕ((u, v)) :=


(u, v) if (u, v) ∈ G12,
(u,min(A1 ∩ (v, b])) if (u, v) ∈ G1,
(u,min(A∗2 ∩ (v, b])) if (u, v) ∈ G2.
Since the mapping ϕ is clearly injective, we obtain
Gα(A1 ∪ A2) ≤ Gα(A1) +Gα(A∗2) ≤ Gα(A1) +Gα(A2) + (d− c)α.

Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 give:
Corollary 2.5. Any compact subset of a finite union of BT 1
2
sets is a BT 1
2
set.
As in [1], we will need an estimate of Gα(f(A)), where f(A) is compact and
f : A → R is a function with special properties. We could use [1, Theorem 2.1],
but Lemma 2.7 below which is much easier is sufficient for our purposes.
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Lemma 2.6. Let α > 0, F = {a1 < a2 < · · · < an} ⊂ R and let f : F → R be
injective. Then
(10) Gα(f(F )) ≤
n−1∑
i=1
|f(ai+1)− f(ai)|α.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, 2 the statement is trivial. So
suppose that n > 2 and the lemma “holds for n = n− 1”.
Let f(F ) = {b1 < · · · < bn} and f(an) = bk. Denoting F ∗ := {a1, . . . , an−1}, we
have in the case 1 < k < n
Gα(f(F )) = Gα(f(F
∗))− (bk+1 − bk−1)α + (bk+1 − bk)α + (bk − bk−1)α
≤ Gα(f(F ∗))+min((bk+1−bk)α, (bk−bk−1)α) ≤ Gα(f(F ∗))+|f(an)−f(an−1)|α.
In the (easier) cases k = n and k = 1 we obtain the same inequalities:
Gα(f(F )) = Gα(f(F
∗)) + (bn − bn−1)α ≤ Gα(f(F ∗)) + |f(an)− f(an−1)|α,
Gα(f(F )) = Gα(f(F
∗)) + (b2 − b1)α ≤ Gα(f(F ∗)) + |f(an)− f(an−1)|α.
By the induction hypothesis, Gα(f(F
∗)) ≤ ∑n−2i=1 |f(ai+1) − f(ai)|α, and so (10)
follows. 
Lemma 2.7. Let A ⊂ R, f : A → R, α > 0 and B > 0. Suppose that f(A) is
compact and
(11)
n−1∑
i=1
|f(ai+1)− f(ai)|α ≤ B, if a1 < · · · < an, ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , n.
Then Gα(f(A)) ≤ B.
Proof. Let (ci, di), i = 1, . . . , p, be (pairwise different) gaps of f(A). Choose F =
{a1 < a2 < · · · < an} ⊂ A such that f is injective on F and f(F ) =
⋃p
i=1{ci, di}.
Then Lemma 2.6 and (11) imply
p∑
i=1
(di − ci)α ≤ Gα(f(F )) ≤
n−1∑
i=1
|f(ai+1)− f(ai)|α ≤ B.
Consequently Gα(f(A)) ≤ B. 
We will use Lemma 2.7 via the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. Let M ≥ 0, d > 0, let S ⊂ R2 be an M -Lipschitz graph, and let
∅ 6= P ⊂ S be a compact set with diamP ≤ d. Let C > 0 and κ : P → R satisfy
(12) |κ(p1)− κ(p2)| ≤ C‖p1 − p2‖2, p1, p2 ∈ P.
Then κ(P ) is a BT 1
2
set and
G1/2(κ(P )) ≤ C1/2(M + 1)d.
Proof. First observe that (12) implies that κ is continuous and, hence, κ(P ) is
compact. We can (and will) suppose that S = {(x, g(x)) : x ∈ R}, where g : R→ R
is anM -Lipschitz function. Set ψ(x) := (x, g(x)) and observe that ψ is an (M +1)-
Lipschitz mapping.
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Now we will apply Lemma 2.7 with α := 1/2, A := ψ−1(P ), f := κ ◦ ψ and
B := C1/2(M + 1)d. To this end, consider arbitrary elements a1 < · · · < an of A.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 we have
|f(ai+1)− f(ai)|1/2 = |κ(ψ(ai+1))− κ(ψ(ai))|1/2.
Since ψ(ai+1), ψ(ai) ∈ P , we obtain by (12)
|f(ai+1)− f(ai)|1/2 ≤ (C‖ψ(ai+1)− ψ(ai)‖2)1/2 ≤ C1/2(M + 1)(ai+1 − ai).
As
∑n−1
i=1 (ai+1 − ai) ≤ diam (A) ≤ d, we have
n−1∑
i=1
|f(ai+1)− f(ai)|1/2 ≤ C1/2(M + 1)d = B.
So Lemma 2.7 implies
G1/2(κ(P )) = G1/2(f(A)) ≤ B = C1/2(M + 1)d.
Since H1(P ) < ∞, (12) and [11, Proposition 2.2] imply that H1/2(κ(P )) < ∞,
and consequently κ(P ) is a BT 1
2
set. 
2.3. Critical points of Lipschitz and DC functions. Let f be a locally Lips-
chitz function on an open G ⊂ Rd. Then
f0(a, v) := lim sup
z→a,t→0+
f(z + tv)− f(z)
t
is the Clarke derivative of f at a ∈ G in the direction v ∈ Rd and
∂f(a) := {x∗ ∈ (Rd)∗ : x∗(v) ≤ f0(a, v) for all v ∈ Rd}
is the Clarke subdifferential of f at a. Since we identify (Rd)∗ with Rd in the
standard way, we sometimes consider ∂f(a) as a subset of Rd.
If G is a convex set, f is a continuous convex function on G and a ∈ G, then
(see [10, Proposition 2.2.7])
(13) f ′+(a, v) = f
0(a, v) for each v ∈ Rd
and the Clarke subdifferential ∂f(a) coincides with the classical subdifferential from
convex analysis. We will need also the easy fact that, under the above conditions,
(14) diam ∂f(a) ≥ f ′+(x, v) + f ′+(x,−v) for each v ∈ SRd ,
which follows easily e.g. from [10, Proposition 2.1.2 (b)] and (13).
We shall use the following standard terminology (see e.g. [14]).
Definition 2.9. Let f be a locally Lipschitz function on an open set ∅ 6= G ⊂ Rd.
Then we say that a ∈ G is a regular point of f if 0 /∈ ∂f(a). If 0 ∈ ∂f(a), we say
that a is a critical point of f . The set of all critical points of f will be denoted by
Crit(f). By the set of critical values of f we mean the set cv(f) := f(Crit(f)).
We will need the following easy lemma (see [24, Lemma 2.5]).
Lemma 2.10. Let f be a locally Lipschitz function on an open set G ⊂ Rd and
a ∈ G. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) a /∈ Crit(f).
(2) There exist δ > 0, ε > 0, and v ∈ Rd such that
f(x+ tv)− f(x)
t
< −ε, whenever t > 0, x ∈ B(a, δ), x+ tv ∈ B(a, δ).
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Lemma 2.10 immediately implies the well-known fact that
(15) Crit(f) is closed in G.
The following lemma is a refined version of [24, Lemma 3.1].
Lemma 2.11. Let f , g be convex functions on an open convex set C ⊂ Rd, and
let d := f − g. Assume that ε > 0, x ∈ C, v ∈ Rd are such that d′+(x, v) < −5ε,
(16) f ′+(x, v) + f
′
+(x,−v) ≤ ε and g′+(x, v) + g′+(x,−v) ≤ ε.
Then x /∈ Crit(d).
Proof. Since f is convex, we have by (13)
f ′+(x, v) = f
0(x, v) = lim sup
y→x,t→0+
f(y + tv)− f(y)
t
and
−f ′+(x,−v) = −f0(x,−v) = − lim sup
y→x,t→0+
f(y − tv)− f(y)
t
= lim inf
y→x,t→0+
f(y)− f(y − tv)
t
= lim inf
z→x,t→0+
f(z + tv)− f(z)
t
.
Consequently there exists δ1 > 0 such that
(17) − f ′+(x,−v)− ε <
f(y + tv)− f(y)
t
< f ′+(x, v) + ε,
whenever t > 0, y ∈ B(x, δ1) and y+tv ∈ B(x, δ1). Since (16) implies f ′+(x, v)−2ε ≤
−f ′+(x,−v)− ε, (17) implies |(f(y + tv)− f(y))/t− f ′+(x, v)| ≤ 2ε. Proceeding by
the same way with g instead of f , we obtain that there exists δ > 0 such that, for
each t > 0 and y with y ∈ B(x, δ) and y + tv ∈ B(x, δ), we have∣∣∣∣f(y + tv)− f(y)t − f ′+(x, v)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2ε and
∣∣∣∣g(y + tv)− g(y)t − g′+(x, v)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2ε,
and consequently |(d(y + tv)− d(y))/t− d′+(x, v)| ≤ 4ε, which implies
d(y + tv)− d(y)
t
< −5ε+ 4ε = −ε.
Thus we obtain x /∈ Crit(d) by Lemma 2.10. 
We will also need the following version of [25, Corollary 4.5].
Lemma 2.12. Let f be a convex function on an open convex set C ⊂ R2. Suppose
that f is L-Lipschitz (L > 0) and let 0 < ε < 1 be given. Then the set
A := {x ∈ C : diam (∂f(x)) > ε}
can be covered by m graphs of M -Lipschitz functions, where
m ≤ 16L
ε
and M =
8L
ε
.
Proof. Let π1 and π2 be the coordinate projections in R
2. Clearly A ⊂ A1 ∪ A2,
where
A1 = {x ∈ C : diam (π1∂f(x)) > ε/2}, A2 = {x ∈ C : diam (π2∂f(x)) > ε/2}.
Set
n := ⌊8L/ε⌋ and tk := −L+ kε/4, k = 0, . . . , n+ 1,
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and, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
A2k := {x ∈ A2 : π2∂f(x) ∩ (−∞, tk) 6= ∅, π2∂f(x) ∩ (tk+1,∞) 6= ∅}.
Since, for each x ∈ C, π2∂f(x) ⊂ [−L,L] ⊂ [t0, tn+1], it is easy to see that A2 =⋃n
k=1 A
2
k. We will show that
(18) each A2k is a subset of a graph of an (8L/ε)-Lipschitz function.
So, fix 1 ≤ k ≤ n and u = (u1, u2) ∈ A2k, v = (v1, v2) ∈ A2k. Without any loss of
generality we can suppose that v2 ≥ u2. By the definition of A2k, we can choose
h = (h1, h2) ∈ ∂f(u) and d = (d1, d2) ∈ ∂f(v) such that d2 < tk and h2 > tk+1.
Since ∂f is a monotone operator (see e.g. [10, Proposition 2.2.9]), we have
0 ≤ 〈v − u, d− h〉 = (v1 − u1)(d1 − h1) + (v2 − u2)(d2 − h2).
As h2−d2 > ε/4, v2−u2 ≥ 0 and |d1−h1| ≤ 2L, we obtain |v2−u2| ≤ (8L/ε)|v1−u1|.
Since any C-Lipschitz function from a subset of R can be extended to a C-Lipschitz
function on R, (18) follows. Consequently A2 can be covered by n graphs of M -
Lipschitz functions. Proceeding quite analogically, we obtain that the same holds
for A1 and our assertion follows. 
Using (14), we easily obtain the following corollary.
Lemma 2.13. Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open convex set, f a Lipschitz convex function
on Ω, and ε > 0. Then the set
A := {x ∈ Ω : f ′+(x, v) + f ′+(x,−v) > ε for some v ∈ SR2}
can be covered by finitely many Lipschitz graphs.
Lemma 2.14. Let d be a locally DC function on an open G ⊂ R2 and α > 0.
Assume that for each x ∈ G there exists v ∈ SR2 such that d′+(x, v) < −α. Then
for each z ∈ G there exists r > 0 such that Crit(d) ∩ B(z, r) can be covered by
finitely many Lipschitz graphs.
Proof. Let z ∈ G be arbitrary. Since each convex function on an open convex set
is locally Lipschitz, we can choose r > 0 and convex Lipschitz functions f , g on
B(z, r) such that d(x) = f(x)− g(x), x ∈ B(z, r). Set ε := α/5 and apply Lemma
2.13 to f and to g. We obtain Lipschitz graphs P1, . . . , Ps such that, for each
x ∈ B(z, r) \ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ps) and v ∈ SR2 , we have
(19) f ′+(x, v) + f
′
+(x,−v) ≤ ε and g′+(x, v) + g′+(x,−v) ≤ ε.
Now consider an arbitrary x ∈ B(z, r) \ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ps) and choose v ∈ SR2 with
d′+(x, v) < −α = −5ε. Then (19) and Lemma 2.11 imply that x /∈ Crit(d) and
therefore Crit(d) ∩B(z, r) ⊂ P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ps. 
2.4. Some facts about distance functions. Here we recall some well-known
facts about distance functions, their critical points, and critical values.
Recall that if X is a metric space and ∅ 6= F ⊂ X a closed set then dF = dist(·, F )
and Sr = {x ∈ X : dF (x) = r}, r > 0. It is well-known that dF is 1-Lipschitz. We
will use the following obvious observation.
Lemma 2.15. Let a ∈ X, r > 0 and B(a, r) ∩ F 6= ∅. Then
dF (x) = dF∩B(a,3r)(x) for each x ∈ B(a, r).
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In the rest of this subsection, let X = Rd and let ∅ 6= F ⊂ Rd be closed. In
this case, dF is locally semiconcave on R
d \ F ; more precisely (see e.g. the proof of
[4, Theorem 5.3.2]) the following holds.
Lemma 2.16. If ∅ 6= F ⊂ Rd and dF (x) =: δ > 0 then there exists a convex
function γ on B(a, δ/2) such that dF (x) =
2
δ ‖x‖2 − γ(x) for each x ∈ B(a, δ/2).
Further, it is easy to see that for each x ∈ Rd \ F
(20) (dF )
′
+(x, v) = −1 for some v ∈ SRd .
Lemma 2.10 easily yields that F ⊂ Crit(dF ) and consequently 0 ∈ cv(dF ).
Recall that the sets TF and LF are defined in the Introduction, namely TF (LF )
is the set of all r > 0 for which Sr is nonempty and it is not a topological (Lipschitz,
resp.) (d− 1)-dimensional manifold. Further recall that if r ∈ (0,∞)\ cv(dF ), then
Clarke’s implicit theorem for Lipschitz functions implies (cf. [14, Theorem 3.1]) that
Sr is either empty or a (d− 1)-dimensional Lipschitz manifold. Consequently,
(21) TF ⊂ LF ⊂ cv(dF ).
Further, if x ∈ Crit(dF ), then dF (x) ≤ diam (F ) (see [14, p. 1038] for a more precise
estimate), and so
(22) cv(dF ) ⊂ [0, diam (F )].
Finally, we will essentially use the following immediate consequence of Ferry’s
inequality ([13, Proposition 1.5]), see [14, Lemma 4.3]:
(23) |dF (v)− dF (w)| ≤ (2min(dF (v), dF (w)))−1‖v−w‖2, if v, w ∈ Crit(dF ) \F.
3. Results in Euclidean spaces
The following three lemmas will be used to prove both Proposition 3.5 on small-
ness of Crit(dF ) and subsequent results on smallness of cv(dF ).
Lemma 3.1. Let ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 be a compact set, let a ∈ R2 and dF (a) ≥ δ > 0.
Then the set
T := Crit(dF ) ∩B(a, δ/3)
can be covered by m 144-Lipschitz graphs G1, . . . , Gm, with m ≤ 288.
Consequently, H1(T ) ≤ 105 · δ.
Proof. By Lemma 2.16 there exists a convex function γ on B(a, δ/2) such that
dF (x) =
2
δ ‖x‖2 − γ(x) for each x ∈ B(a, δ/2), which implies that the function
g(x) =
2
δ
‖x− a‖2 − dF (x), x ∈ B(a, δ/2),
is convex. Since dF is 1-Lipschitz, it is easy to see that g is 3-Lipschitz on B(a, δ/2).
Set
Z := {x ∈ B(a, δ/2) : diam (∂g(x)) > 1/6}.
We have dF (x) =
2
δ ‖x − a‖2 − g(x), x ∈ B(a, δ/2). Now consider an arbitrary
x ∈ B(a, δ/2) \ Z. Since x /∈ F , by (20) there exists a unit v ∈ R2 such that
(dF )
′
+(x, v) = −1. As x /∈ Z, we have g′+(x, v) + g′+(x,−v) ≤ 1/6 (see (14)). So,
since the convex function ϕ := 2δ ‖ ·−a‖2 is differentiable at x, we can apply Lemma
2.11 (with ε = 1/6) and obtain that x /∈ Crit(dF ). Consequently T ⊂ Z. Lemma
2.12 implies that Z (and so also T ) can be covered by m 144-Lipschitz graphs
G1, . . . , Gm, where m ≤ 288.
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To estimate H1(T ), observe that each set Gn ∩ T is the image of a set Dn ⊂ R,
which is contained either in [a1 − δ/3, a1 + δ/3] or in [a2 − δ/3, a2 + δ/3] under
a 145-Lipschitz mapping ϕ : Dn → R2, and consequently H1(Gn ∩ T ) ≤ 145 · δ.
Therefore, H1(T ) ≤ 288 · 145 · δ ≤ 105 · δ. 
Remark 3.2. We make nowhere any effort to find optimal multiplicative constants,
which are surely much smaller.
The following lemma will be applied with α = 1 and α = 3/2.
Lemma 3.3. Let α ≥ 1, D > 0 and g be a nonincreasing function on (0, D] with
g(D) = 0. Set δk := D2
−k, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(i)
∑∞
k=0 g(δk) · (δk)α <∞.
(ii)
∑∞
k=0(g(δk+1)− g(δk)) · (δk)α <∞.
(iii)
∫ D
0
g(x)xα−1 dx <∞.
Proof. Set uk := g(δk+1)−g(δk), k = 0, 1, . . . , and r := 2−α. Then sk :=
∑k
i=0 ui =
g(δk+1) and (δk)
α = Dαrk, k = 0, 1, . . . . It is well-known (see, e.g. [27, p. 231])
that (for any sequence (uk) and 0 < r < 1)
(24)
∞∑
n=0
unr
n = (1 − r)
∞∑
n=0
snr
n,
whenever one of the series converges. Consequently
(25)
∞∑
k=0
(g(δk+1)− g(δk))2−kα <∞
if and only if
(26)
∞∑
k=0
g(δk+1)2
−kα <∞.
Since (i) is clearly equivalent to (26) and (ii) to (25), we proved that (i)⇐⇒ (ii).
In order to prove that (i) ⇐⇒ (iii), denote Ik :=
∫ δk
δk+1
g(x)xα−1 dx and observe
that
∫ D
0 g(x)x
α−1 dx =
∑∞
k=0 Ik. By properties of g, we have
g(δk)(δk+1)
α−1 ≤ g(x)xα−1 ≤ g(δk+1)(δk)α−1, x ∈ [δk+1, δk],
and consequently
g(δk)(δk)
α2−α = g(δk)(δk+1)
α−1δk+1 ≤ Ik ≤g(δk+1)(δk)α−1δk+1
=2α−1g(δk+1)(δk+1)
α,
which easily implies that (i)⇐⇒ (iii). 
Lemma 3.4. Let ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 be compact. Set D := diamF , δn := D 2−n, n =
0, 1, . . . . For 0 < α < β, denote H(α, β) := {x ∈ R2 : α ≤ dF (x) ≤ β} and set
Hn := H(δn+1, δn).
Then, for each n, there exists a finite set Pn ⊂ Hn such that
(27) the system B˜n := {B(x, δn/8) : x ∈ Pn} covers Hn
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and, for pn := cardPn, we have
(28)
∞∑
n=0
pn(δn)
2 ≤ 105 ·D2.
Proof. Set H˜n := H(δn+1− δn/8, δn+ δn/8), n = 0, 1, 2 . . . , and observe that both
systems H˜0, H˜2, H˜4, . . . and H˜1, H˜3, H˜5, . . . are disjoint, H˜n ⊂ B(x0, 3D) for each
n and x0 ∈ F , and consequently
(29)
∞∑
n=0
λ2(H˜n) ≤ 2π9D2.
Now let n ≥ 0 be fixed. Since the system of closed balls
Bn := {B(x, δn/40) : x ∈ Hn}
covers Hn, by the 5r-covering theorem (see, e.g., [21, Theorem 2.1]) there exists a
(necessarily finite) set Pn ⊂ Hn such that
the system B∗n := {B(x, δn/40) : x ∈ Pn} is disjoint
and (27) holds.
Obviously
⋃B∗n ⊂ H˜n and so
λ2(
⋃
B∗n) = pn ·
π(δn)
2
402
≤ λ2(H˜n).
Using also (29), we obtain
∞∑
n=0
pn(δn)
2 ≤ 40
2
π
· 18πD2
which implies (28). 
Proposition 3.5. For a compact ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 and r > 0, set
h(r) := H1{x ∈ Crit(dF ) : dF (x) > r}.
Then ∫ ∞
0
h(r) dr <∞.
Proof. First note that h is nonnegative and nonincreasing. Let δn, Hn and Pn ⊂ Hn
be as in Lemma 3.4. Then (27) and (28) hold. For each n ≥ 0 and x ∈ Pn set
Tn,x := Crit(dF ) ∩B(x, δn/8). Since, for x ∈ Pn, we have dF (x) ≥ δn+1 = δn/2 ≥
3 · (δn/8), Lemma 3.1 implies that H1(Tn,x) ≤ 105 · 3 · (δn/8). Therefore we obtain
by (27)
κn := H1(Crit(dF ) ∩Hn) ≤ 105pnδn
and consequently
h(δn+1)− h(δn) ≤ κn ≤ 105pnδn.
Thus condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3 with α = 1 holds by (28). Consequently
condition (iii) of Lemma 3.3 holds and so
∫∞
0 h(r) dr < ∞ follows since h(r) = 0
for r ≥ D by (22). 
Lemma 3.6. Let ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 be a compact set, let a ∈ R2 and dF (a) =: δ > 0.
Then dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B(a, δ/3)) is a BT 1
2
set and
G1/2(dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B(a, δ/3))) ≤ 6 · 104
√
δ.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1 the set T := Crit(dF ) ∩ B(a, δ/3) can be covered by m
144-Lipschitz graphs G1, . . . , Gm, where m ≤ 288. Thus
(30) dF (T ) ⊂
m⋃
k=1
dF (T ∩Gk).
By (23) we have
(31) |dF (v) − dF (w)| ≤ δ−1‖v − w‖2 for every v, w ∈ T.
Let 1 ≤ k ≤ m be given. Applying Lemma 2.8 to S := Gk, P := T ∩ Gk, d := δ,
κ := dF ↾P and C := δ
−1, we obtain that dF (T ∩Gk) is a BT 1
2
set with
G1/2(dF (T ∩Gk)) = G1/2(κ(P )) ≤ δ−1/2 · 145 · δ = 145 ·
√
δ.
Observing that dF (T ) ⊂ [2δ/3, 4δ/3] and using (30) and Lemma 2.4, we obtain that
dF (T ) is a BT 1
2
set with
G1/2(dF (T )) ≤ m · 145
√
δ + (m− 1)
√
δ ≤ 288 · 146 ·
√
δ ≤ 6 · 104 ·
√
δ.

As an easy corollary, we obtain the following part of Theorem 1.1
Proposition 3.7. If ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 is compact and ε > 0, then cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,∞) is a
BT 1
2
set. In particular, each of the sets cv(dF )∩ [ε,∞), LF ∩ [ε,∞) and TF ∩ [ε,∞)
has zero 1/2-dimensional Minkowski content.
Consequently, cv(dF ) is a countable union of sets of zero
1
2 -dimensional Min-
kowski content and so dimP (cv(dF )) ≤ 12 .
Proof. For each z ∈ R2 \ F , we choose by using Lemma 3.6 an r(z) > 0 such
that dF (Crit(dF ) ∩ B(z, r(z))) is a BT 1
2
set. The set C := (dF )
−1([ε, diamF ])
is clearly compact. Consequently we can choose points z1, . . . , zp ∈ C such that
C ⊂ ⋃pi=1B(zi, r(zi)). Therefore
(32) dF (Crit(df ) ∩ C) ⊂
p⋃
i=1
dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B(zi, r(zi))).
By (22), cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,∞) = dF (Crit(dF ) ∩ C). So, cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,∞) is compact and
(32) and Corollary 2.5 imply that cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,∞) is a BT 1
2
set. The rest of the
assertion follows by (21), (6) and (2). 
Remark 3.8. We have proved (see (3) and (4)), by different arguments, Fu’s
[14] results saying that H1/2(cv(dF )) = 0 and that cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,∞) has the entropy
(=upper Minkowski) dimension at most 12 .
To prove whole Theorem 1.1, we need the following proposition, whose idea of
the construction goes back to [13].
Proposition 3.9. Let K 6= ∅ be a BT 1
2
set with 0 < a := minK ≤ b := maxK.
Set g(y) :=
√
2b ·G1/2(K ∩ [a, y]), y ∈ K, and
F := {(g(y),±y) : y ∈ K}.
Then F is a compact set, K ⊂ LF , and so K ⊂ cv(dF ).
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Proof. It is easy to check that g is strictly increasing and continuous on K and
therefore F is compact. Now consider arbitrary u, v ∈ K, u < v. Denoting G :=
GK∩[u,v], we have
(33) v − u =
∑
I∈G
|I| ≤
(∑
I∈G
√
|I|
)2
= (2b)−1(g(v)− g(u))2.
We will show that the metric projection πF to F satisfies
(34) πF ((g(v), 0)) = {(g(v), v), (g(v),−v)} for each v ∈ K.
To this end, consider u ∈ K, u 6= v. If u < v, using (33) we obtain
v2 − u2 = (v − u)(v + u) < 2b(v − u) ≤ (g(v)− g(u))2
and consequently
(35) ‖(g(v), 0)− (g(u), u)‖ =
√
(g(v)− g(u))2 + u2 > v = ‖(g(v), 0)− (g(v), v)‖.
Since (35) is obvious for u > v, (34) easily follows.
Further note that
(36) if v ∈ K and z > g(v), then dist((z, 0), F ) > v.
To this end, consider a point W ∈ F ; we can suppose without loss of generality
that W = (g(w), w) for some w ∈ K. Using the monotonicity of g, it is easy
to see that ‖(z, 0) − (g(w), w)‖ > v if w ≥ v. If w < v, observe that clearly
‖(z, 0)− (g(w), w)‖ > ‖(g(v), 0)− (g(w), w)‖ and ‖(g(v), 0)− (g(w), w)‖ > v holds
by (35). Using the compactness of F , we obtain (36).
In order to prove that K ⊂ LF , suppose to the contrary that there exists a
v ∈ K \ LF . Now set
t(h) := v −
√
v2 − h2, 0 < h < v,
and observe that ‖(g(v),±v) − (g(v) + h,±t(h))‖ = v. Using also (36), we obtain
that
dist((g(v) + h,±t(h)), F ) ≤ v and dist((g(v) + h, 0)), F ) > v,
and consequently there exist (for h ∈ (0, v)) numbers t+(h) ∈ (0, t(h)], t−(h) ∈
[−t(h), 0) such that
p±(h) := (g(v) + h, t±(h)) ∈ Sv(F ).
Since (g(v), 0) ∈ Sv(F ) and v /∈ LF , there exists an open neigbourhood U of
(g(v), 0), an open interval I ⊂ R, K > 0 and a bijection ϕ : I → U ∩ Sv(F ) such
that both ϕ and ϕ−1 are K-Lipschitz. Choose h0 > 0 such that p
±(h) ∈ U for each
0 < h < h0 and define
τ±(h) := ϕ−1(p±(h)), 0 < h < h0.
For each 0 < h < h0, we know that
A(h) := ϕ(conv{τ+(h), τ−(h)}) ⊂ Sv(F )
is connected. So, since p±(h) ∈ A(h), using (36) we obtain that there exists y(h) ≤
g(v) such that (y(h), 0) ∈ A(h). Since clearly |τ+(h)− τ−(h)| ≤ 2Kt(h), we obtain
h ≤ ‖(y(h), 0)− p+(h)‖ ≤ K|τ+(h)− τ−(h)| ≤ 2K2t(h), 0 < h < h0,
which contradicts the fact that limh→0 t(h)/h = 0. 
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Remark 3.10. The set F from Proposition 3.9 is clearly contained in the ball
B(0, b+
√
2b ·G1/2(K)).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By (21), (i) =⇒ (ii). If (ii) holds, then A ⊂ cv(dF )∩ [ε,∞),
since cv(dF )∩[ε,∞) is closed. So A is a BT 1
2
set by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 2.3.
The implication (iii) =⇒ (i) follows by Proposition 3.9 (applied to K := A). 
Remark 3.11. Note that it is not difficult to construct a BT 1
2
set of Hausdorff
dimension 12 . Hence, Theorem 1.1 gives another argument for the result of Fu
[14, §5.2] that the case dimH(cv(dF )) = 12 is possible in the planar case. For a
stronger result, see Theorem 3.13.
To prove Theorem 3.13 concerning sets TF , we will need the following supplement
to Proposition 3.9.
Lemma 3.12. Let K,F be as in Proposition 3.9 and let y ∈ K be such that for any
ε > 0 there exist x ∈ K ∩ (y− ε, y) and a gap I ⊂ (x, y) of K with |I| ≥ 4yb (y − x).
Then y ∈ TF .
Proof. Recall that (g(y), 0) ∈ Sy(F ). Given n ∈ N, there exist by assumption a
point xn ∈ K ∩ (y − 1n , y) and a gap I = (un, vn) ⊂ (xn, y) of K with vn − un ≥
4y
b (y − xn). We shall show that dF ((zn, 0)) ≥ y, where zn := g(un)+g(vn)2 . Using
(35) we find that for any w ∈ K such that w ≤ un,
‖(zn, 0)− (g(w), w)‖2 ≥ w2+(g(un)− g(w))2+(zn− g(un))2 > u2n+(zn− g(un))2,
hence, using (33), we obtain
dF ((zn, 0))
2 ≥ u2n +
(g(vn)− g(un))2
4
≥ u2n +
2b(vn − un)
4
≥ x2n +
b
2
4y
b
(y − xn) ≥ x2n + (y + xn)(y − xn) = y2.
Thus we have dF ((zn, 0)) ≥ y. On the other hand, dF (g(un), s) < y and dF (g(vn), s) <
y whenever |s| < y. Observe also that if g(y)−y < t < g(y) and h(g(y)−t) < |s| < y,
where
h(q) := y −
√
y2 − q2, |q| < y,
then dF ((t, s)) ≤ min{‖(t, s)− (g(y),−y)‖, ‖(t, s)− (g(y), y)‖} < y. Consequently,
for all sufficiently large n, there must be a (nonempty) component Cn of Sy(F )
contained in
{(t, s) : g(un) < t < g(vn), −h(g(y)− t) ≤ s ≤ h(g(y)− t)},
which therefore satisfies (g(y), 0) 6∈ Cn, but dist((g(y), 0), Cn) → 0, n → ∞. This
excludes the possibility of Sy(F ) being a topological 1-manifold. 
Theorem 3.13. There exists a compact set F ⊂ R2 with dimH(TF ∩ [1, 2]) = 12 .
Proof. Given α ∈ (0, 12 ), let C(α) ⊂ [0, 1] be the Cantor set obtained by removing it-
eratively the middle open interval of proportional length 1−2α from each component
at each step (alternatively, C(α) can be described as the self-similar set determined
by the two similarities x 7→ αx, x 7→ 1 − α + αx). We have dimH(C(α)) = ln 2− lnα
(see [21, §4.10] or [11, Theorem 9.3]). A direct calculation yields that
G1/2(C(α)) =
∞∑
n=0
2n
√
(1 − 2α)αn =
√
1− 2α
1− 2√α.
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Set Kn := 1 + 2
−n + 2−nC(14 − 15n ), n = 1, 2, . . . , and
K := {1} ∪
∞⋃
n=1
Kn ∪ {16}.
Since G1/2(Kn) = 2
−n/2G1/2(C(
1
4 − 15n )), it follows easily that
G1/2(K) =
∞∑
n=1
G1/2(Kn) +
√
14 <∞.
Thus, Proposition 3.9 can be applied, and let F ⊂ R2 be the associated compact
set. Each set Kn has the property that for any two points x, y ∈ Kn, x < y, there
exists a gap I ⊂ (x, y) of Kn with I > 12 (y − x) (this follows from the construction
of C(α) where the middle part of proportional length 1− 2α, bigger than 12 in our
case, is removed at each step). Thus, for any left accumulation point y of K and
any ε > 0 there exists a point x ∈ K ∩ (y − ε, y) and a gap I ⊂ (x, y) of K with
|I| ≥ 12 (y − x) ≥ 4yb (y − x) (note that y ≤ 2 and b = 16 in our case). Lemma 3.12
thus yields that TF ∩ [1, 2] contains the set K∗ of all left accumulation points of K.
Finally, note that
dimH K = sup
n
dimH Kn = sup
n
dimH C(
1
4 − 15n ) = sup
n
ln 2
− ln(14 − 15n )
=
1
2
,
and, since K \K∗ is countable, also dimH K∗ = 12 , which completes the proof. 
Now it is easy to prove the following full “characterization of smallness” of sets
LF and cv(dF ) with arbitrary closed F ⊂ R2. The subsequent case of compact sets
F (Proposition 3.16 and Theorem 1.2) is much more sofisticated.
Theorem 3.14. Let A ⊂ (0,∞). Then the following properties are equivalent.
(i) A ⊂ LF for some closed F ⊂ R2.
(ii) A ⊂ cv(dF ) for some closed F ⊂ R2.
(iii) A can be covered by countably many BT 1
2
sets.
In particular, for each closed ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2, the set cv(dF ) (and so also LF and
TF ) is a countable union of sets with zero 1/2-dimensional Minkowski content and,
consequently, dimP (cv(dF )) ≤ 1/2.
Proof. By (21), (i) =⇒ (ii). To prove (ii) =⇒ (iii), first observe that, for any
compact ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2,
cv(dF ) = {0} ∪
∞⋃
m=1
(cv(dF ) ∩ [ 1
m
,m]),
and consequently
(37) cv(dF ) can be covered by countably many BT 1
2
sets
by Theorem 1.1. For a closed (noncompact) set ∅ 6= F we get using Lemma 2.15
that
cv(dF ) ⊂
∞⋃
n=1
cv(dF∩B(0,n)).
Consequently we obtain that (37) holds for all closed ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2, and so (ii) =⇒
(iii) follows.
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If (iii) holds, then A ⊂ ⋃∞n=1Kn, where each ∅ 6= Kn is a BT 12 set. Since
A ⊂ ⋃m[ 1m ,∞), we can suppose that Kn ⊂ (0,∞), n ∈ N. Proposition 3.9 implies
that there exist a compact sets ∅ 6= Fn ⊂ R2 such that Kn ⊂ LFn . It is easy to
construct inductively points cn ∈ R2, n = 1, 2, . . . , such that
(38) dist(ck + Fk, cl + Fl) ≥ 4max(diamFk, diamFl) + 1, k, l ∈ N, k 6= l.
Then F :=
⋃∞
n=1(cn+Fn) is clearly closed. To prove (i), it is sufficient to show that
A ⊂ LF . To this end, consider an arbitrary r ∈ A and choose n ∈ N with r ∈ Kn.
Then Sr(cn + Fn) 6= ∅ is not a Lipschitz manifold. Since r ≤ diamFn by (22) and
(21), we obtain by (38) that Sr(F ) ∩ ((cn + Fn) +B(0, 2diamFn)) = Sr(cn + Fn),
which implies r ∈ LF . So (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
The rest follows by (6) and (2). 
Lemma 3.15. Let δ > 0 and K ⊂ [δ/2, δ] be a BT 1
2
set. Then there exist p ∈ N
and compact sets K1, . . . ,Kp such that
K =
p⋃
i=1
Ki,
(39) G1/2(Ki) ≤ 2
√
δ, i = 1, . . . , p, and p ≤ G1/2(K)/
√
δ + 1.
Proof. We can clearly suppose that G1/2(K) > 2
√
δ. Set g(t) := G1/2(K ∩
[δ/2, t]), t ∈ K. It is easy to see that g is increasing and continuous on K, and
consequently, for each k ∈ N, there exists
tk := max{t ∈ [δ/2, δ] ∩K : g(t) ≤ k
√
δ}.
Put t0 := δ/2 and p := min{k : tk = maxK}. Then clearly p ≤ G1/2(K)/
√
δ + 1.
Set Ki := K ∩ [ti−1, ti], i = 1, . . . , p. Obviously, it is now sufficient to prove that
G1/2(Ki) ≤ 2
√
δ, i = 1, . . . , p. Using Lemma 2.3, we easily see that this inequality
holds if i ≤ 2. If i > 2, then g(ti) ≤ i
√
δ and it is easy to see that g(ti−1) > (i−2)
√
δ.
Therefore G1/2(Ki) = g(ti)− g(ti−1) ≤ i
√
δ − (i− 2)√δ = 2√δ. 
Proposition 3.16. Let A ⊂ (0,∞). Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A ⊂ LF for some compact set F ⊂ R2.
(ii) A ⊂ cv(dF ) for some compact set F ⊂ R2.
(iii) K := A is Lebesgue null and there exists D > 0 such that K ⊂ [0, D] and
(40) S :=
∞∑
n=0
(δn)
3/2G1/2(K ∩ [δn+1, δn]) <∞, where δn := D 2−n.
Moreover, if K = cv(dF ) for some compact set F ⊂ R2 and D ≥ diamF > 0,
then K ⊂ [0, D] and (40) holds; more precisely, S ≤ 1010D2.
Proof. By (21), we know that (i) implies (ii).
To prove that (ii) implies (iii), it is sufficient (due to Lemma 2.3) to show that
(iii) holds if K = cv(dF ) for some compact F ⊂ R2. In this case it is well-known
(see [13] or [14]) that K = cv(dF ) is Lebesgue null, and we also have proved it
independently, see Remark 3.8. Further cv(dF ) ⊂ [0, D] whenever D ≥ diamF by
(22). Thus, to prove (iii) and the “moreover part” of the assertion, it is sufficient
to show that S ≤ 1010D2, where S is the sum from (40).
Let δn, Hn, Pn ⊂ Hn and pn be as in Lemma 3.4. Then (27) and (28) hold.
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For each x ∈ Pn, we have δn/2 ≤ dF (x) ≤ δn which gives B(x, δn/8) ⊂
B(x, dF (x)/3), and consequently Lemma 3.6 yields
G1/2(dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B(x, δn/8)) ≤ 6 · 104
√
dF (x) ≤ 6 · 104
√
δn.
So, using (27), λ2(cv(dF )) = 0, Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.3, we obtain
G1/2(cv(dF ) ∩ [δn+1, δn]) = G1/2(dF (Crit(dF ) ∩Hn)
≤ pn6 · 104
√
δn + (pn − 1)
√
δn − δn+1 ≤ 105pn
√
δn.
Hence (28) implies
S ≤ 105
∞∑
n=0
pn(δn)
2 ≤ 1010D2.
Now suppose that condition (iii) holds. Denote Kn := K∩ [δn+1, δn]. By Lemma
3.15 we can write
Kn =
pn⋃
p=1
Kn,p,
where all Kn,p are compact
(41) G1/2(Kn,p) ≤ 2
√
δn and pn ≤ G1/2(Kn)(δn)−1/2 + 1.
Proposition 3.9 and Remark 3.10 easily imply that there exist closed sets Fn,p ⊂
B(0, 5δn) such that Kn,p ⊂ LFn,k . Using (41) we obtain
pn∑
p=1
λ2(B(0, 9δn)) ≤ (G1/2(Kn)(δn)−1/2 + 1) · 81π · (δn)2
= 81π ·G1/2(Kn)(δn)3/2 + 81π(δn)2 =: bn.
Using (40), we obtain that
∑
bn converges and consequently (see, e.g., [19]) there
exist cn,p ∈ R2 such that the system {B(cn,p, 9δn) : 0 ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ pn} is disjoint
and its union is a bounded set. Then the set
F :=
⋃
{Fn,p + cn,p : 0 ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ pn}
is clearly compact. Moreover, it is easy to show that K \ {0} ⊂ LF and thus obtain
(i). Indeed, consider an arbitrary r ∈ K \ {0} and choose n ∈ N and 1 ≤ p ≤ pn
such that r ∈ Kn,p. Then Sr(Fn,p + cn,p) 6= ∅ is not a Lipschitz manifold. Since
r ≤ δn, we obtain that Sr(F ) ∩B(cn,p, 7δn) = Sr(Fn,p + cn,p) which easily implies
r ∈ LF . 
Using Lemma 3.3, we now easily infer Theorem 1.2 from Proposition 3.16. In
fact, Theorem 1.2 is factually only a more elegant reformulation of Proposition 3.16,
which is, on the other hand, more suitable for applications.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. To infer Theorem 1.2 from Proposition 3.16, it is clearly
sufficient to show that Theorem 1.2 (iii) is equivalent to Proposition 3.16 (iii).
Thus it is sufficient to prove that, if D > 0 and K ⊂ [0, D] is a compact Lebesgue
null set, then the conditions
(42)
∫ ∞
0
G1/2(K ∩ [r,∞))
√
r dr <∞
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and
(43)
∞∑
n=0
(δn)
3/2G1/2(K ∩ [δn+1, δn]) <∞, where δn := D 2−n,
are equivalent. To this end, set g(r) := G1/2(K ∩ [r,∞)), r > 0. If g(r) = ∞ for
some r > 0, then clearly both (42) and (43) (by Corollary 2.5) fail. Otherwise we
can use Lemma 3.3 with α = 3/2 and obtain that (42) is equivalent to the condition
(44)
∞∑
k=0
(g(δk+1)− g(δk)) · (δk)3/2 <∞.
For each k ≥ 0, g(δk+1) ≥ g(δk) + G1/2(K ∩ [δk+1, δk]) by the definition of the
gap sum and Lemma 2.4 implies g(δk+1) ≤ g(δk) + G1/2(K ∩ [δk+1, δk]) +
√
D.
Consequently,
G1/2(K ∩ [δk+1, δk])(δk)3/2 ≤ (g(δk+1)− g(δk)) · (δk)3/2
≤ G1/2(K ∩ [δk+1, δk])(δk)3/2 +
√
D · (δk)3/2
and so (43) is equivalent to (44). 
An interesting consequence of Proposition 3.16 follows.
Theorem 3.17. (i) If ∅ 6= F ⊂ R2 is a compact set, then cv(dF ) has zero
4/5-dimensional Minkowski content, in particular dimM (cv(dF )) ≤ 4/5.
(ii) There exists a compact set F ⊂ R2 such that G4/5(cv(dF )) = ∞ and so
dimM (cv(dF )) = 4/5.
Proof. Set D := diamF , δn := D 2
−n, K := cv(dF ) and B := K ∪ {δn : n =
0, 1, . . .}. Since clearly G1/2(B ∩ [δn+1, δn]) ≤ G1/2(K ∩ [δn+1, δn]) + 2
√
δn, we
deduce from (40) that
(45)
∞∑
n=0
an <∞,
where we put an := (δn)
3/2G1/2(B ∩ [δn+1, δn]). Note that B is compact and
Lebesgue null.
For r > 0, we will use the following obvious version of (8):
λ1(Br) = 2r +
∑
I∈GB
min(2r, |I|).
Consequently, denoting Gn := GB∩[δn+1,δn] and σn = σn(r) :=
∑
I∈Gn
min(2r, |I|),
we obtain λ1(Br) = 2r +
∑∞
n=0 σn and
(46)
λ1(Br)
r1/5
= 2r4/5 +
∞∑
n=0
σnr
−1/5.
Obviously, we have
(47) σn ≤ λ1([δn+1, δn]) = δn/2.
Further, using the inequality min(a, b) ≤ √a · √b, (a, b > 0), we obtain
(48) σn ≤
∑
I∈Gn
√
2r
√
|I| =
√
2r ·G1/2(B ∩ [δn+1, δn]) =
√
2r · an(δn)−3/2.
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Now fix an arbitrary ε > 0. Choose p ∈ N such that 4D2−p < ε/4.
Further, consider 0 < r < 1 and the corresponding k = k(r) such that 2−(k+1) ≤
r < 2−k. Write
∞∑
n=0
σnr
−1/5 =
∑
n≥⌊ k
5
⌋+p
σnr
−1/5 +
∑
⌊ k
6
⌋<n<⌊ k
5
⌋+p
σnr
−1/5 +
∑
0≤n≤⌊ k
6
⌋
σnr
−1/5
=: A(r) +B(r) + C(r).
Using (47), we obtain
A(r) ≤
∞∑
n=⌊ k
5
⌋+p
δn
2
(
2−(k+1)
)− 1
5
=
∞∑
n=⌊ k
5
⌋+p
D
2
· 2−n+k5+ 15 = D
2
· 2 k5+ 15 · 2 · 2−⌊k5 ⌋−p
≤ 4D2−p < ε/4.
Using (48), we obtain
(49) σnr
− 1
5 ≤
√
2r · an(δn)− 32 r− 15 =
√
2D−
3
2 an2
3n
2 r
3
10 ≤
√
2D−
3
2 an · 2 3n2 − 3k10 .
and
B(r) ≤
∑
⌊ k
6
⌋<n<⌊ k
5
⌋+p
√
2D−
3
2 an · 2 3n2 − 3k10 ≤
√
2D−
3
2 2
3
2
(1+p)
∞∑
n=⌊ k
6
⌋
an.
So, since
∑∞
n=0 an converges and k(r)→∞, r → 0+, there exists 1 > r1 > 0 such
that B(r) < ε/4 whenever 0 < r < r1.
Using (49), we obtain
C(r) ≤
√
2D−
3
2 2−
3k
10
⌊ k
6
⌋∑
n=0
an ·
(
23/2
)n
.
Consequently, denoting M := max{an : n ≥ 0}, we obtain
C(r) ≤
√
2D−
3
2M2−
3k
10 · 2 · 2 32 ( k6+1) ≤
√
2D−
3
2M · 2 · 2 32 · 2− k20 .
So there exists 0 < r0 < r1 such that 0 < r < r0 implies C(r) < ε/4 and 2r
4/5 <
ε/4, and consequently, by (46) and the above estimates of A(r) and B(r),
λ1(Br)
r1/5
<
ε
4
+
ε
4
+
ε
4
+
ε
4
= ε.
Thus we have proved that λ1(Br)
r1/5
→ 0, r → 0+; in other words B (and consequently
also cv(dF )) has zero 4/5-dimensional Minkowski content.
To prove (ii), set for each n ∈ N, δn := 2−n and kn := ⌊(nδn)−4⌋+ 1. Clearly
(50) (nδn)
−4 ≤ kn ≤ 2(nδn)−4, n ∈ N.
For each n ∈ N, let δn/2 = tn0 < tn1 < · · · < tnkn = δn be the equidistant partition of
the interval [δn/2, δn]. Set K := {tni : n ∈ N, 0 ≤ i ≤ kn} ∪ {0}. We will show that
K satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 1.2 and so there exists a compact set F ⊂ R2
such that K ⊂ cv(dF ). To this end set D := 1. Using (50), we obtain
(δn)
3/2G1/2(K ∩ [δn+1, δn]) = (δn)3/2 kn
√
δn
2kn
≤ (nδn)−2(δn)2 = n−2,
and consequently (40) holds.
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Further, using (50), we obtain
G4/5(K ∩ [δn+1, δn]) = kn
(
δn
2kn
)4/5
≥ 1
2
(kn)
1/5(δn)
4/5 ≥ 1
2
n−4/5,
and consequently
G4/5(K) =
∞∑
n=1
G4/5(K ∩ [δn+1, δn]) =∞.
Now (ii) follows by Lemma 2.3 and (5). 
We present also the following slightly curious consequence of Proposition 3.16
which clearly cannot be obtained from any “measure smallness” of cv(dF ).
Proposition 3.18. Let D > 0 and [α, β] ⊂ (0,∞). Then there exists a finite set
P ⊂ [α, β] of cardinality p := ⌊1025D4(β−α)−1β−3/2⌋+3 such that P \cv(dF ) 6= ∅
whenever F ⊂ R2 is compact and diamF ≤ D.
Proof. Set δn := D2
−n, n = 0, 1, . . . . We can suppose that β ≤ D; otherwise the
assertion is trivial by (22). Then β ∈ (δk+1, δk] for some k. Set
n :=
{
k if β − δk+1 ≥ 14 (β − α),
k + 1 otherwise.
Then, for [c, d] := [α, β] ∩ [δn+1, δn], we have
(51) d− c ≥ β − α
4
and δn ≥ β
2
.
Let c = t0 < t1 < · · · < tp−1 = d be the equidistant partition of the interval
[c, d] and P := {t0, . . . , tp−1}. Suppose to the contrary that F ⊂ R2 is compact,
diamF ≤ D and P ⊂ cv(dF ). Then we have, by the “moreover part” of Proposition
3.16 and (51),
1010D2 ≥ G1/2(cv(dF ) ∩ [δn+1, δn])(δn)3/2 ≥ G1/2(P )(β/2)3/2
= (p− 1)
(
d− c
p− 1
)1/2
(β/2)3/2 ≥ (p− 1)1/2
(
β − α
4
)1/2
(β/2)3/2
≥ 8−1(p− 1)1/2(β − α)1/2β3/2,
which, as an elementary computation shows, contradicts the choice of p. 
Remark 3.19. A similar argument gives the following result saying that cv(dF ) is
porous at 0 in a (rather weak) sense.
Let F ⊂ Rd be compact. For each r > 0, let γr(F ) be the lenght of the largest
component of (0, r) \ cv(dF ). Then
lim inf
r→0+
γr(F )
r5
> 0.
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4. Results in Riemannian manifolds
Let M be a two-dimensional smooth, connected and complete Riemannian man-
ifold, and let dist(·, ·) denote the intrinsic distance in M . As a consequence of the
Hopf-Rinow theorem (see [22, Theorem 5.7.1]), M is boundedly compact, i.e.,
(52) every bounded and closed subset of M is compact.
Let (gp : p ∈ M) be the Riemannian metric on M and let (U,ϕ) be a chart of
M . The induced metric in ϕ(U) ⊂ R2,
g˜x(·, ·) := gϕ−1(x)
(
Dϕ−1(x)(·), Dϕ−1(x)(·)) , x ∈ ϕ(U),
where Dϕ−1(x) : R2 → Tϕ−1(x)M is the differential of ϕ−1 at x ∈ ϕ(U), is smooth
and, hence, given any compact subset K ⊂ U there exist constants 0 < c < C <∞
such that
(53) c2‖u‖2 ≤ g˜x(u, u) ≤ C2‖u‖2, u ∈ R2, x ∈ ϕ(K).
Any chart of M is locally bi-Lipschitz. This is a well-known fact. We present
a proof since we could not find a direct reference (although, the proof is implicitly
contained in many textbooks, as e.g. [22, proof of Theorem 5.3.8]).
Fact 4.1. For any chart (U,ϕ) of M and p0 ∈ U there exists an open neighbourhood
V ⊂ U of p0 such that ϕ|V is bi-Lipschitz.
Proof. Choose r, ρ > 0 such that K := B(p0, r) ⊂ U (note that K is compact by
(52)) and B := B(ϕ(p0), ρ) ⊂ ϕ(K). (53) implies that for any curve γ : [a, b]→ K,
its length ℓ(γ) is related to the Euclidean length ℓe(γ˜) of its image γ˜ := ϕ ◦ γ by
c ℓe(γ˜) ≤ ℓ(γ) ≤ C ℓe(γ˜).
Choosing for γ a minimizing geodesic path connecting two points p, q ∈ B(p0, r3 )
(which must clearly be contained in K), we obtain c‖ϕ(p) − ϕ(q)‖ ≤ dist(p, q).
On the other hand, if p, q ∈ V := B(p0, r3 ) ∩ ϕ−1(B) and the curve γ is chosen
such that γ˜ is the straight segment connecting ϕ(p) and ϕ(q) (in B ⊂ R2), we get
dist(p, q) ≤ C‖ϕ(p)− ϕ(q)‖. Thus, ϕ is bi-Lipschitz on V . 
Definition 4.2. Let G ⊂M be open. A function f : G→ R is locally semiconcave
if for each chart (U,ϕ) with U ⊂ G, f ◦ ϕ−1 is locally semiconcave.
Remark 4.3. (1) Since the change of coordinates is always smooth, and com-
position with smooth mappings preserves semiconcavity (see [20, Prop. 2.6]),
it is enough to check the above properties on any family of charts covering
G.
(2) It is clear from the definition that the above properties are independent on
the particular Riemannian metric, they depend only on the differentiability
structure of M .
(3) For a locally semiconvex function f : G→ R from the above definition, the
(one-sided) directional derivative df(p; v) exists for any p ∈ G and v ∈ TpM
(since the Euclidean case is obvious).
Definition 4.4. Let G ⊂ M be open and let f : G → R be locally Lipschitz. A
point p ∈ G is critical for f if for each chart (U,ϕ) with p ∈ U , ϕ(p) is a critical
point for f ◦ ϕ, i.e., if
0 ∈ ∂C(f ◦ ϕ−1)(ϕ(p)).
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Remark 4.5. Again, the criticality of a point can be equivalently verified on any
chart around p. Indeed, if (U,ϕ) and (V, ψ) are two such charts, we have by the
chain rule for the Clarke subdifferential (see [10, Theorem 2.3.10])
∂C(f ◦ ψ−1)(ψ(p)) ⊂ ∂C(f ◦ ϕ−1)(ϕ(p)) ◦D(ϕ ◦ ψ−1)(ψ(p)),
and since the differential D(ϕ ◦ψ−1)(ψ(p)) is regular, 0 ∈ ∂C(f ◦ϕ−1)(ϕ(p)) when-
ever 0 ∈ ∂C(f ◦ ψ−1)(ψ(p)). The other implication follows by symmetry.
Let F ⊂M be a proper nonempty closed subset. The distance function
dF : p 7→ dist(p, F ), p ∈M \ F,
is locally semiconcave (see [20]). For any p ∈ M \ F there exists a unit-speed
geodesic path γ : [0, r] → M with γ(0) = p, γ(r) ∈ F , r = dist(p, F ). We call such
a path an F -segment emanating from p.
Of course, there can exist more F -segments emanating from p. Given a unit
tangent vector v ∈ TpM , let α(v) ≥ 0 be the minimal angle ∠(v, γ′(0)) formed
by v and an F -segment emanating from p (for the existence of the minimum we
use the compactness of {γ′(0) : γ is an F -segment emanating from p}, see [22,
Prop. 12.1.2 (1)]). The following property is often used as definition of critical
points of dF :
(54) p is critical for dF if and only if α(v) ≤ pi2 for any unit vector v ∈ TpM.
Grove [16, p. 360] claims that a simple argument based on standard local distance
comparison shows that the definition (54) is equivalent to another definition (based
on [16, Eq. (1.1)]), which can be shown to be equivalent to our Definition 4.4 using
Lemma 2.10 and the local semiconcavity of dF on M \ F .
The equivalence of Definition 4.4 for f := dF and (54) can also be derived from
the following property of the directional derivatives of dF :
(55) d(dF )(p, v) = − cosα(v).
Equation (55) is well-known, though it is difficult to find a direct proof. In the
setting of Alexandrov spaces with curvature bounded from below, it can be found
in [8, Example 11.4] (cf. also [23, p. 880] or [7, Exercise 4.5.11, Remark 4.5.12]).
When applying to a (noncompact) complete Riemannian manifold, an additional
localization argument has to be applied (similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.6
below). A direct proof in the Riemannian setting using the first variation formula is
also possible, using an argumentation similar to the proof of [22, Prop. 12.1.2 (4)].
The following inequality is a version of Ferry’s inequality [13, Proposition 1.5] in
Riemannian manifolds.
Proposition 4.6. Let M be a complete, connected two-dimensional Riemannian
manifold, let F ⊂ M be its closed nonempty proper subset and ∅ 6= K ⊂ M \ F a
compact set. Then there exists C > 0 such that for any points x, y ∈ K that are
critical for dF , we have
|dF (x)2 − dF (y)2| ≤ C dist(x, y)2.
Proof. Choose a point p ∈ K and set R := diamK + supq∈K dist(q, F ). Using
a partition of unity, we can find a (C∞) smooth mapping ϕ : M → [0, 1] such
that ϕ(q) = 1 if dist(p, q) ≤ 2R and ϕ(q) = 0 if dist(p, q) > 3R. The closed ball
B(p, 3R) is compact in M (see (52)), hence, the sectional curvature is bounded on
B(p, 3R). By [15, Corollary of Theorem 1], there exists a complete Riemannian
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metric gˆ = (gˆq)q∈M on M with bounded sectional curvature. Then, if g denotes
the original Riemannian metric on M , g˜q := ϕ(q)gq + (1 − ϕ(q))gˆq, q ∈M , defines
a new Riemannan metric on M which has bounded sectional curvature and agrees
with g on B(p, 2R). The distances and geodesic segments remain the same in the
new metric for any two points lying in B(p,R). Also, the new metric g˜ is complete,
since it coincides with the complete metric gˆ outside of the ball B(p, 3R).
Let x, y ∈ (M \ F ) ∩ K be critical points of dF and let γxy be a minimizing
geodesic path connecting x and y with γxy(0) = x. By (54), there exists an F -
segment γxz emanating from x, ending in some point z ∈ F and such that α :=
∠(γ′xy(0), γ
′
xz(0)) ≤ pi2 . Let γyz be a minimizing geodesic path connecting y and z.
Note that all the three points x, y, z lie in B(p,R).
Let k < 0 be a lower sectional curvature bound of (M, g˜) and let H2k denote the
hyperbolic plane with constant curvature k. Let x˜, y˜, z˜ be vertices of a “comparison
triangle” of x, y, z in H2k (i.e., the lengths of edges connecting the corresponding
points are the same). Then, by the Toponogov theorem (see [9, Theorem 2.2]), the
angle
γ˜ := ∠(y˜, x˜, z˜) ≤ α ≤ π
2
.
Denote a := dist(x, z) = dist(x˜, z˜) = dF (x), b := dist(x, y) = dist(x˜, y˜), c :=
dist(y, z) = dist(y˜, z˜). Note that a, b and c are majorized by 2R. The hyperbolic
law of cosines in H2k with κ :=
√−k−1 (see [5, I.2.13, p.24]) yields
cosh
c
κ
= cosh
a
κ
cosh
b
κ
− sinh a
κ
sinh
b
κ
cos γ˜ ≤ cosh a
κ
cosh
b
κ
.
Using the Taylor expansion one can easily show that
(56) coshu− 1 ≤ u
2
2
coshu, |u2 − v2| ≤ 2| coshu− cosh v|, u, v ∈ R,
hence
cosh
c
κ
− cosh a
κ
≤
(
cosh
b
κ
− 1
)
cosh
a
κ
≤ b
2
2κ2
cosh
b
κ
cosh
a
κ
≤ b
2
2κ2
cosh2
2R
κ
.
From the fact that dF (y) ≤ c it follows that
cosh
dF (y)
κ
− cosh dF (x)
κ
≤ dist(x, y)
2
2κ2
cosh2
2R
κ
,
and since x and y can be interchanged, we can even add the absolute value to the
left hand side. Using the second inequality from (56), we get
|dF (y)2 − dF (x)2| ≤ C dist(x, y)2
with C = cosh2 2Rκ . 
Using the estimate |dF (x) − dF (y)| ≤ |dF (x)2 − dF (y)2|/|dF (x) + dF (y)|, we
obtain
Corollary 4.7. Let M,F be as in Proposition 4.6 and z ∈M \F . Then there exist
a neighbourhood V of z in M \F and D > 0 such that for any points x, y ∈ V that
are critical for dF , we have
|dF (x) − dF (y)| ≤ D dist(x, y)2.
Using the above inequality, we are able to obtain a weaker (non-quantitative)
version of Lemma 3.6 in the Riemannian setting.
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Lemma 4.8. Let M be a connected complete two-dimensional Riemannian mani-
fold. Let ∅ 6= F ⊂ M be a closed set and z ∈ M \ F . Then there exists r > 0 such
that dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B(z, r)) is a BT 1
2
set.
Proof. By Corollary 4.7, there exist δ,D > 0 such that
(57) |dF (x) − dF (y)| ≤ D dist(x, y)2 whenever x, y ∈ B(z, δ) ∩ Crit(dF ).
Choose a chart (V, ϕ) and an open set U ⊂ V \ F such that z ∈ U and U ⊂ V ⊂
B(z, δ). Due to Fact 4.1 we can suppose that ϕ : U → R2 is bilipschitz; choose η > 0
such that ϕ−1 is η-Lipschitz. Denote z∗ := ϕ(z), U∗ := ϕ(U) and d∗ := dF ◦ ϕ−1.
As already noted, dF is locally semiconcave (see [20]) and, consequently, d
∗ is locally
semiconcave and thus also locally DC on U∗. Observe that if x ∈ U , x∗ := ϕ(x), γ
is an F -segment emanating from x and v∗ := Dϕ(x)(γ′(0)) then
(d∗)′+(x
∗, v∗) = d(dF )(x, γ
′(0)) = −1.
Due to (53) there exists c > 0 (independent of x ∈ U) such that
‖v∗‖2 ≤ c−2gx(γ′(0), γ′(0)) = c−2
and, hence, (d∗)′+(x
∗, v∗/‖v∗‖) ≤ −c. By Lemma 2.14 there exist ρ > 0 and
Lipschitz graphs P1, . . . , Ps in R
2 such that B(z∗, ρ) ⊂ U∗ and Crit(d∗)∩B(z∗, ρ) ⊂
(P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ps).
Choose r > 0 such that B := B(z, r) ⊂ ϕ−1(B(z∗, ρ)), and set B∗ := ϕ(B). By
Definition 4.4, Crit(dF ) ∩B = ϕ−1(Crit(d∗) ∩B∗) and, therefore,
(58) dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B) = d∗(Crit(d∗) ∩B∗) =
s⋃
i=1
d∗(Crit(d∗) ∩B∗ ∩ Pi).
Now fix 1 ≤ i ≤ s and set S := Pi, P := Crit(d∗)∩Pi∩B∗ and κ := d∗ ↾P . Then P ⊂
S is compact and diamP ≤ 2ρ. For each p1, p2 ∈ P we have ϕ−1(p1), ϕ−1(p2) ∈
B(z, δ) ∩ Crit(dF ) and, hence, (57) yields
|d∗(p1)− d∗(p2)| = |dF (ϕ−1(p1))− dF (ϕ−1(p2))|
≤ D‖ϕ−1(p1)− ϕ−1(p2)‖2 ≤ Dη2‖p1 − p2‖2.
Applying now Lemma 2.8 to κ, P , S and C := Dη2, we obtain that κ(P ) = d∗(P )
is a BT 1
2
set. The assertion of the lemma follows by (58) and Corollary 2.5. 
As in the Euclidean case, if ∅ 6= F ⊂M is a closed subset, we write LF (TF ) for
the set of all r > 0 for which Sr = {x ∈M : dF (x) = r} is nonempty and it is not
a topological (Lipschitz, resp.) 1-dimensional manifold. Also, the inclusions
(59) TF ⊂ LF ⊂ cv(dF )
hold. The first one is obvious, and the second one can be seen as follows. If r > 0 is
not a critical value of dF and (U,ϕ) a bi-Lipschitz chart ofM (cf. Fact 4.1) then r is
not a critical value of d∗ := dF ◦ϕ−1 and the Clarke’s implicit function theorem (cf.
[14, Theorem 3.1]) implies that (d∗)−1(r) = ϕ(Sr ∩U) is empty or a 1-dimensional
Lipschitz manifold and, hence, so is Sr ∩ U . Thus r 6∈ LF .
We are now able to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. For each z ∈M \F , we choose by Lemma 4.8 r(z) > 0 such
that dF (Crit(dF )∩B(z, r(z))) is a BT 1
2
set. The set C := (dF )
−1([ε,K]) is clearly
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bounded and closed, and consequently compact (see (52)). Consequently we can
choose points z1, . . . , zp ∈ C such that C ⊂
⋃p
i=1B(zi, r(zi)). Therefore
dF (Crit(dF ) ∩ C) ⊂
p⋃
i=1
dF (Crit(dF ) ∩B(zi, r(zi))).
Since cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,K] = dF (Crit(dF ) ∩ C) is compact, cv(dF ) ∩ [ε,K] is a BT 1
2
set
by Corollary 2.5. 
A corollary for general closed sets is rather straightforward.
Theorem 4.9. If X is a connected complete two-dimensional Riemannian manifold
and ∅ 6= F ⊂ X a closed set, then both cv(dF ) and LF can be covered by countably
many BT 1
2
sets. In particular, cv(dF ) is a countable union of sets of zero 1/2-
dimensional Minkowski content and so dimP (cv(dF )) ≤ 1/2.
Proof. Assume first that F is compact. Then the assertion follows from Theorem
1.3 since
cv(dF ) = {0} ∪
∞⋃
m=1
(cv(dF ) ∩ [ 1
m
,m]).
For a closed (noncompact) set F we get using Lemma 2.15 that, for any fixed a ∈ X ,
cv(dF ) ⊂
∞⋃
n=1
cv(dF∩B(a,n)),
and since any bounded and closed subset of M is compact (cf. (52)), the proof of
the main statement is finished.
The rest follows by (3) and (2). 
Remark 4.10. We have proved (see (3)), by different arguments, the result of [24]
that H1/2(cv(dF )) = 0.
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